This REQUIRED INSPECTIONS Label is intended as a guide and may not include all the required inspections for your specific permit.

Inspections 875-5381

[■] This entire section applies for this permit

† Required Inspections
Addition/Alteration
[Standard Foundation/Raised Floor]

1. †Combination Footing #001  
   †Ufer Ground #220
2. †Combination girder, plumbing & mechanical ducts #002
3. †Combination Sewer & Water #003
4. †Shear, hardware, & roof diaphragm #123
5. †Construction Power #229
6. †Combination Frame, Electric, Plumbing, & Mechanical #004
7. †Gypsum / 2nd Sided Shear #127
8. †Gas Pressure Test #352
9. †Stucco Scratch Coat #113 (3 coat system)
10. †Combination Final #099
11. †

[Ø] Does not apply for this section
3 digit inspection codes preceded by #